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SYNOPSIS 
Forty-six tests 'of individual bolts were made to evaluate the effect 
I 
of washers on the clamping force developed in high-strength bolt assemblieso 
Also, nine fatigue specimens, all four-bolt double-~ap jOints, were incl~ed 
in the program to determine whether there would be any change in the fatigue 
life of the joints if the washers were omittedo All bolts used in these tests 
were 3/4-in" diameter, except for those in one of the fatigue speCimens, which 
had l-ino bolts 0 The bolts were tightened by a turn-of-the~nut methodo Several 
nut and head sizes were employedo 
The bolt tests have indicated that there is no great or significant 
difference in the clamping force that is developed either with or without 
washers 0 The joint tests suggest that the fatigue lives of specimens without 
washers are generally as great as<~those for specimens with washers" 
STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF WASHERS 
ON THE CLAMPING FORCE IN HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTS 
Ig INTRODUCTION 
III Use of Hardened Washers .. 
Since its adoption as a structural fastener, the high-strength bolt 
assembly has included a bolt, a qaavy nut and two hardened ~ashers" The washers 
have served, primarily, two purposes: (1) to protect the outer surfaces of the 
connected material from damage or galling as the bolt or nut is torqued, and 
to assist in maintaining the high clamping force in the bolts; and (2) to 
provide surfaces of consistent hardnesses so that fairly dependable relation-
ships between torque and tension can be established for the various bolts and 
bolt diameters .. 
Most of the early methods used ,to control the tension in high-strength 
bolts ~ade use of the relationship between torque and bolt terision~ However, 
during the past several years some erectors and engineers have developed and 
used methods of bolt tightening which are independenx of the, load-torque 
relationship 0 ~he reason for t4is ch~ge in methods was the desire for a 
simp,lier and possibly more accurate means of torquing the boltsc The objections 
sometimes offered to the use of torque as a basis for determining bolt load are 
as follows~ (l) torque is not always ,a dependable means of producing a desired 
bolt tension because of the variations in thread condition, residual oils, etco 
(2) under conditions that ,exist in the fieldJ the use of torque sometimes 
provides connections in which the bolts do not meet the specifications for 
min~um required tension, and (3) the methods using a specified torque 
have not always been such that airimpacx wrenches CQuld he us.e-d '.~effi:Ciently. 0 
An investigation(l)* conducted Fo Po Drew at the Association of 
American Railroads led to a turn-of-the-nut method for tightening bolts and 
* NUl11bers in parentheses refer tp a irmrk from the list of References" 
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has provided a means of obtaining at least the requireuminimum bolt tension 
without depending upon any predetermined or ~verage1Jorque.. In this method' 
the bolt is tightened to; Q,I" above, the required minimum tension by turning 
the nut a prescribed nUJ.11i:)er of turns from either a fffinger-tightif position or 
a "snugU position" The "finger tight'! position j,s based on the amount of, 
tightening which can be obtaina.d by turning the nut by hand after the joint 
has been drawn together with fitting-up bolts.. The Usnugft position is the, 
point in the tightening of a bolt at which the impact wrench ceases to run 
freely and begins to impact fully.. It has been found that the turn-of-the-
nut method provides the desired clamping in I the bolts in a very simple manner 
and permits effective use of an impact wrench.. However, joints with warped, 
heavy, or many p:j..ies of material may require that the bolts be "touched upu, 
to insure full bolt load in all the bolts c A more detailed discussion o'f the 
turn.!oof~the-nut method as used by some fabricators were r,ecently published by 
Ball and Higgins (2) .. 
Since the turn-of-the~nut method does not depend on torque as' a 
measure of bO,lt tension., the question has ,Deen raised as to whether the 
hardened washers can be eliminated from the bolt assembly without introducing 
detri..l11ental effects G 
2.. Object and Scope of Investlgatione 
Three of the principal ques,tions that must be ans'W~red to determine 
whether washers can be removed from a bolt assembly without any significant 
effect on its ability to form a sound and,effective connection are as follows: 
(1) Can the required ciamping force be developed and maintained without the 
use of hardened washers when a high-strength bolt connects several plies of 
structural materials? (2) Is the bolt-tension versus time relationship 
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for a bolt without washers the same or comparable to that for a bolt with 
washers? (3) Will the deformation and galling of the oonnected material which 
results from the tightening of the nut against that material cause the connection 
to be any less satisfactory.? 
In an attempt to answer these questions, most of the nut types 
commonly available were included i,n the study.. These were: a heavy semi-
finished hexagon nut, the only nut type p~rmitted in the past for structural 
use; a heavy-thin nut, which is the same dimension aQv~ss flats as the heavy 
nut but is only as thick as the finished series nut; a finished series nut which 
is now permitted as an alternate in the 1960 Specifications of the Research 
Councilo9 based on the resul,ts of these and other tests .at the Unive+,sity of Illinois; 
a finished-thick nut which is the same dimension across the flats ,as a finisned 
nut but is as thick as a heavy nut; and a flanged nut having across-flats dimen-
sions of the heavy nut but also having an integral washer on one faceo 
By including these various t'nles of nuts, data were Obtained for nuts, 
which might be permitted in later specifications. Also included i~ the tests 
were two types of bolt he'ads~ the regular semi.!.finished hexagon head which has 
been speCified ill the past; and a heavy semi-finished hexagon hetd which has 
been approved as an alternate in the 1960 Specifications of the Research 
Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints" The variations in bolts and 
nuts are pictur~d,dn Fig" 10 
The program included 46 t~sts of single bolts and nine fatigue tests 
of specimens having four bolts.. The single bolt tests were ttrelaxationn tests,? 
in which a determination was made of the variation in bolt tension with t±me~ 
The variables in the relaxation tests included nut type, bolt head 
type, hole size, hole preparation j and the effect of lubrication" In same of 
the relaxation tests, the bolts W~~e tightened by turning the bolt head ratber 
than the nut" 
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The variables employed in the fatigue tests were nut type, bolt 
head ~y'pe, hole size, location of the criticaJ .. plate( inner or outer plate 
subjected to the highest nominal stress), element tightened (the bolt head or 
the nut was turned to tighten the assembly), method of tightening, and bolt 
diameter .. 
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II.. DESCRIPrION OF TESTS 
3.. Relaxation Tests. 
The relaxation specimens consisted of two 4 in.. x 3/4 ino x 4 in. 
steel piates (with a 13/16 in .. diameter hole in the center except in the case 
of the oversize hole specimens); a 3/4 x 6 in6 long high-strength bolt with 
the selected nut or bolt head, and a load cell that made it possible to determine 
the load in the bolt at any time. - The two assemblies used for the tests are 
shown in Fig.. 2" 
The steel plates were ASTM designation A-7 structural grad.e steel-.' 
The plat~ surface was left in the as-rolled condition; however, in some cases 
it was rusted from being stored outside.. Before being used, the plates were 
wire brushed to remove any loose material.. The bolt material met the hardness 
and ultimate strength requirements of ASTM A-325, as shown in Table 1.. However, 
it is important to note that there was a significant variation between the 
hardnesses and ultimate strengths of the regular and the heavy head bolts .. 
The heavy head boits (Rockwell -C = 24) were on the low-side of the hardness 
and strength ranges allowed by the' specifications while the regular head bolts 
(Rockwell C = 32) were on the high side of the specification values~ The nuts 
varied in hardness from a Rockwell B of 80 for the finished-thick nuts to 
Roc~well B of 92-95 fOt the heavy-thin nuts (See Table 2, column 6) .. 
The equipment for the relaxation tests is shown in Figc3.. Tighten..!-
ing of the bdl ts was accomplished with a manual torque wrench 0< Ea.cb load 
cell (see Fig .. 2) had eight strain gages mounted on it; four placed axially and 
four circumferentially.. The gages were t:qenwiired into a four-arm bridge circuit 
for high sensitivity.. The lQad cells were 1 11/16 in .. in diameter and 3 1/8 in& 
lange Since these load cells were designed to have average axial strains in 
the neighborhood of 800 or 900 micro-inches when subjected to the maximum 
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load,? they were made from type 4340 steel heat treated to provide a high yield 
point to prevent thepos'Sibility of local yielding" 
In the r~laxation tests, the output of the load cells was recorded 
while the bolt was being tightened and for five additional minutes to provide 
a conti~uous load-time plot similar to that shown in Fig" 40 For tests that 
were run for more than 5 minutes, periodic readi~gs were taken for the remarun-
der of the test on an SR-4 Strain Indicator~ Also included in the tests were 
measurements of the change in length of the, bolts as a, result of the tightening" 
The instrument for these measurements is shown at the right of Fig" 30 
In the relaxation tests, the effect 0f removing the washers from under 
the bolt heads and from under the nuts was studied separately.. Figure 2 shows 
examples of the specimens 'used in these tests" The members are designated as 
Hnut-studyY' specimens and tfbolt=head-studyH specimens; the specimen deSignation 
corresponds to the part of the bolt assembly that was in contact with the plates" 
J 
The load cell was placed on the other side of the plates and was always faced 
with two conventi~nal hardened washers" The one exception to the assembly 
just described was that used in the test of the specimen with punched holes. 
In this case, the load cell was placed between the 3/4 ina plates to permit 
the bolt head to bear on one HliplY and the nut'to rotate against the other 
HlipH of the p~~nched hole; neither the bolt head. nor the nut had a wal$ner" 
The variables in the nut tests inclu4ed, besides nut type, the hole' 
size (the customary 13/16 i11c hole)' plus oversize holes of 27/32 and 7/8 in" 
in diameter), a specimen with the hole punched rather than ~illed, and the 
effect of lu.bricating the contact surface between the face of the nut and the 
plate" 
The bolt head tests included oversize h~les in some of the specimens, 
torquing the head ,rather than ,the nut in four of the tests, and either ~~gular 
or heavy head sizeso T110 specim~ns were tightene4 to a specific bolt tension 
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rather than being tightened by turns.. All other bolts were tightened using 
the same procedure, a turn-of-the-nut method 0 For this method, each bolt was 
tightened to a tension of 5,000 lbo, to simUlate the load in the bolt when it 
is $.nugged upo From this tl snug1Y position, the nut or bolt head Was given 
one-half turno 
In order to identify easily the variables studied in the different 
relaxation tests} letters'and numbers,.hav.ebeen' used. to identify'the test conditions 
for each of the spec~ens.. The letter ilNH or "Htf before the specimen number 
indicates whether the test was a tfnutif test or bolt fl,geadn test, respectively .. 
Where the specimen number includes the letter ~fSti this means that this was a 
ii.§.hort U time test (usually lasting only 5 minutes after the bolt was tightened) 
as opposed to those tests which lasted from 3 to 21 days.. The letters lIBn or 
He ii in the specimen number indicate the use of over-size holes; lIBn for the 
27/32 ino .. diam.eter holes and tiC" for the 7/8 in .. diameter holes" In those 
cases where a specimen was tightened to a specific bolt load, that load in kips 
appears as the last figures in the specimen number" The four specimens that 
were fj,~;ead !orquedU (tightened by turning the bolt head) are identified by 
Hm!Y in the E1pecirnen number c One specimen was tested with a illubricant U of 
the molybdenum disulfide type between the nut face and the surface of the plate; 
this specimen is identified by the letter t~L~' ,in the specimen number" 
4~ Fatigue Tests", 
The nine fatigue test specimens were designed to supplement the 
relaxation tests and to s~udy the effects of galling" Specimens that were 
designed with the center plates critical (center plate more highly stressed than 
the outside plates ) served primarily to evalp.ate 1tihether the clamping force 
dev-eloped in the bolts had been reduced when the washers were omitted.. Fatigue 
programs in the past few years have shown that the fatigue liv-es of bolted 
structural joints decrease "lith a reduction in the initial tension in the bolt 0 (3) 
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Therefore, if there is ~y tendency for a high-strength bolt without washers to 
work its way into the surface of the connected material and thus lose its cl~p-
iug force, a reduction of the fatigue resistance could be expected to appear 
in the fatigue testso In the specimens where the outside plates were designed 
as critical (the outside plates having the same or higher nominal stress than 
the center plate), the objective was to determine whether the eff.'ect of the 
galling on the outer:plates resulting from the tightening of the' bolt, combined 
with the high plate stress and possible los~in bolt tension, would cause a 
reduction in the fatigue resistanceo 
To provide a correlation with the data from other tests, the dimen-
sions of the specimens with center plate critical were the same as those .. used 
for the specimens in previous studies .. (3) 
All the fatigue specimens with the exception of Spec~ Noo 6, were 
designed with a tension-to-shear ratio of 1'00 to 0 .. 75; Spec .. NOb 6 had a 
tension-to-shear ratio of 160 to 0.900 The joints were all double-lap, butt-
type joints fastened with four high-strength bolts; the holes were matched 
drilled 1/16 in6 in diameter larger than the nominal diameter of the bolt 
except in the case of Spec .. No. 7 which had the holes drilled 1/8 iuo larger 
in diameter than the bolt diameter 0 Specimens 1 through 8 were joined with 
3/4 in" bolts while Spec .. Noo 9 had 1 ino bolts.. Table 3 lists the bolt-washer-
nut combination used in each sp~cimen and Fig" 5 shows the specimen detailso 
The plate material used for the specimens met the requirements of 
ASTI\1 A-7" The bolts (3/4 and 1 in" in diameter) met the requirerp.entsof ASTM 
A-325, although in most instances they were on the low side of the allowable 
hardness range as indicated in Table 3, column 30 
The joint tests were run in one of the_:six 200,000 Ib" fatigue mac~i.nes 
of the Wilson tY"Pe which are now available at the Universi~ of Illinois(> r,rhese 
machines and their operation were described bJr Wilson in a Bulletin. 302 of the 
Universityo (,4) 
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All the bolts in the fatigue specimens, except in Spec. No .. 5; were 
tightened by the turn-of-the-nut method previo-q,sly described.. In Spec .. No .. 5 
the bolts ~ere ~ightened to a tension of only 29,000 Ibsc For the 3/4 in .. 
bolts in the fatigue tests the pre-load or ft snug1f position was selected as 
,,;QODlb, the same value as that used in the relaxation tests; but, in the case 
of the I in .. bolts of Spec~ No" 9, the bolts were tightened to 10,000 lbs, before 
making the final one-half turn.. This change was based on tests which indicated 
that the ItsnugU position for the 1 in" bolt -w;as more closely represented by 
10,000 Ib .. than by 5,000 lb. 
UFirst row sliptl was measured at each edge of all the fatigue specimens 
by means of mechanical dials.. This tlfirst row sliptl is the relative movement 
which takes place between the edges of the center plate and the outside pla~es .. 
It is measured at the fir:'3t row of fasteners in the qente~'_~plate, and may 
include both elastic and plastic deformation as well as slipping of the plates .. 
Where bolt tension in the fatigue specimens was recorded, it was 
determined by means of bolt elongation" A bolt similar to that used in the 
fatigue specimen and with the same grip was tightened in a Skidmore-Wilhelm. ' 
Caliljrator and its elongation measured at various incr~ents of load.. This 
information made possible the const~uction of a typical load-elongation c~e 
for the bolts in the fatigue specimens.. The lqad or tension in the specimen 
bolts then was assumed to be equal to the load' in the calibration bolt at an 
elongation equal to the elongation in the specimen bolt .. 
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III., TEST RESULTS 
5~ Relaxation Tests 
In examining the re~axation data presented in Table 2 it is necessary 
to keep in mind the wide range in bolt and nut hardnesses which existed in the 
specimens tested" Because of this range, comparisons should be made only 
between assemblies with comparable hardnesses and with the same nut and bolt 
head., Since each nut and bolt head type has been tested both with and without 
a washer, the.contribu:tion of the washer to each assembly can be studied without 
introducing hardness as a variable., The reader should alsp keep in mind the 
fact that this is a limited study and that in many cases no duplicate specimens 
were included for the various tests8 
To provide additional information about the bolts used in these 
relaxation tests, one bolt of each type was tightened in a Skidmore-Wilhelm 
Calibrator and the bolt elongation measured at various increments of load" 
The results of these measurements are shown in Figo 60 Note the lower load at 
which the load-elongation· relationship of the low hardness bolt ceased to be 
linear and also the reduction in its m~imum ,load" 
In the relaxation tests the bolt tension was obtained from the load-
cell records" The samp.le trace of the load-time relationship shown in Fi'g.. 4, 
was obtained during the torqUing of Spec" No" N-I4so It is evident from this 
record and the others bbtained from the reIaxation specimens that immediately 
upon completion of the torquing, there is a drop in load., The load for each 
bolt recorded in column 9 of Table 2 is the peak load on the trace., Because 
the maximum. load in the bolt is only an instantaneous load and rar.ely measured, 
even in the laboratory, it was decided not to use this value as a basis of 
reference" Instead, the load in the bolt one minute after the peak load v,as 
reached has been used as a base from which to determine the percent loss in 
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load with time (Column 10, Table 2)" The loss in load from the maximum load 
to the one-minute load varied from 2 to 11 percent, with the average being 
about 5 percento This loss in bolt load is thought to be a result of creep or 
yielding in the bolt produced by high stresses at the root of the threads and 
an elastic recovery which takes place "lhen the wrench is removed~, 
Nut Tests 
A comparison of the clamping forces which were obtained in the 
various nut tests (in which the regular semi-finished hex head bolts were used) 
is shown in Figo 7" The bolts were tightened by a turn-of-the-nut method 
(5,000 Ibs~ + 1/2 turn)" It will be noticed that there is no significant 
difference in ~he one-minute bolt load w~ether or not a washer was used" 
Apparently, the principal factor affecting the bolt load is the type of nut and 
nut hardness" Nevertheless, in all cases, the load is in excess of the minimum 
* proof load .. 
The contri"bution of the 'washer in reducing the maximum torque required 
to tighten a bolt is evident upon examination of Fig.,.8., The high. torque 'required 
to tighten nuts without washers is the result of galling between the nut and 
the soft plate materialo One of the more severe cases of galling is shown in 
Fig" 9.. The flanged nut produced the great'est bolt load yet J the torque 
required to tighten it was less than the torque required to tighten ,the heaV'J 
nut and the heavy nut-thin (without washers) to slightly smaller loads; ,;this is 
probably a result of the: larger' contact area of the flanged nut, a reduced contact 
pressure, red-qced galling, and therefore reduce.d res~stance to turning 0 , The 
torque required to turn the flanged nut was greater, however, than the torque 
* The proof load is that load required by AS~1 Designation: A325-58T which 
the bolts must withstand without experiencing any pel1manent set.~ A 
tolerance of+O .. 0005 ins is allowed as the difference between the measurements 
made before and after the loading a The 1960 specifications of the Research 
Council require proof load. in ,the bolts as installe¢L, 
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required to tighten bolts with hardened washers under th~ nuts because the 
flanged nut is turned directly against the rel~tively sof't plate material., 
When a hardened washer is used the nut is turned against a hard surface and 
the galling of the soft plates is eliminated 0 
In Fig" 8 it is also important to note two situations~ (1) with a 
wa~her under the nuts, the torques for 5000 lboplus 1/2 turn were relatively 
consistent regar~ess of the nut types; and (2) there was considerable variation 
in torque between nut types when the washers were omitted., ClearlYJ any method 
of installation of bolts must be independent of torque if the hardened washers 
are omitted" 
Bolt Head Tests 
The nuts galled the plates when washers were omitted under them 
while the bolt heads produced depressions in the plates if their washers were 
omitted" A typical bolt-head depression is shown in Fig" 10" The results or 
the bolt head tests both with and without washers, are compared in Figo 11; 
in all cases, the bolt heads were in contact with the plates or washers and 
the bolts were tightened by turning the nutso Also included, for comparison are 
the -cests in, which the holes were either 1/32 ino o,r 1/16 in" oversize 0 In the 
case of the regular semi=finished hex he,ad bqlts and th~ 13/16 in" diameter 
holes>, there was no difference in bolt load 'Whether or not there was /9l,',wa;sher 
under the bolt b.eado When the hal.s diameter- was increased and there "la,S no 
washer, a small decrease in load occurred, although the final load was still 
well .above the now spec.ifiedDrQofload~ For the softer, heavy semi-f'inished 
hex head bolts, there was no apparent loss in bolt load "Then the washer was 
removed or as a result of the oversize holeso The bearing area of the bolt 
head around the perim@~er of a 7/8 ino diameter hole when a heavy semi-finished 
hex head 3/4-ino bolt was used, was than the bearing 
area when a regular sa~i-firiished hex head 3/4-ino bolt was combined with a 
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13/16 in" diameter hole (0.,)80 sq .. in.,).. Tills may account for the fact that 
the heavy head bolt; when tightened in a 7/8 ino ~tameter hole, held its load 
in much the same manner as did the regular head bolt when tightened in the 
13/16 iuo diameter holeo However, even the regular head bolt, when used in 
a 7/8-ino hole and without a washer, developed nearly the same tension as did 
the same type bolt in a 13/16-in~ hole and with a washero 
Bolt .. Head Torque Test$ 
Several relaxation tests were conducted with the tightening being 
accomplished by turning the bolt head rather than the nut" The results of 
these test.s, run with the regular semi-finished hex head_ bolts and various 
hole sizes, are shown in Fig .. 12" The oversize hole produced a small decrease 
in the bolt load, but the maximum torque was approximately the same" It is 
apparent that in either case, omitting the washer and applying 5000 Ib .. plus 
1/2 turn. produced more than proof load in the bolts, but the required torques 
"Were considerably larger than would have been required for proof load onlyii.t 
washers had been used" Where the regular semi-finished hex bolt head and the 
heavy semi-finished hex bolt head were torqued to approximately the same load 
(Fig .. 13), a somewhat smaller torque was required for the heavy head bolto 
Note that the heavy head bolt was installed by 5000 Ib .. plus 1/2 turn while the 
regular head bolt was tightened to approximately that same load, rather than by 
amount of turn .. 
The bearing area* and the bearing pressures based on the one minute 
loads for each bolt head specimen ,are presented in Table 4" Included 1ii th this 
information is the depth of the depression remaining in the plate after removal 
of the bolt" (A typical depressi0n is shown in Figo 10) A comparison of the 
* Bearing area as used here is computed by su"btracting the hole area from 
the area of the washer-faced portion of the bolt head, based on measured 
dimensions for these specimens" 
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results o~ specimens H-2S-34 (00089 ino) regular head) and H-4 (00028 in., 
heavy head), both having approximately the same bolt load, indicates t~e 
marked reduction in the depth o~ depression as a result o~ the increased 
bearing area provided by the heavy head balta The relationship between the 
nominal bearing pressure and the depth o~ depression has been plotted in Fig~ 14, 
based on the results o~ these tests.. It is apparent in this diagram that, at 
a given nominal bearing pressure, bolt specimens tightened by turning the bolt 
heads, had deeper depressions than similar specimens tightened by turning the 
nuts. It appears that as the heads'were turned, mechanical wear of the plates 
produced the greater depressionso However, there seemed to be little di~ference 
in the load produced whether the head or nut was torqued~ 
Effect or Hole Size 
The results of the tests run with several nut types and regular bolts 
in different size holes are shown in Fig. 15 to permit easy comparison. For 
the finished nuts (Fig., 15a) there was littl~ variation in load as a result 
of removing the washer or as a result of turning the nut over an oversize holeo 
However, in the case of the heavy nut, Fig., l5b, there was a little decrease 
in load when the bolt was tightened in a 7/8 in., diameter holeo The flanged 
nut, Fige 15c, also developed consistently high bolt loads, in both size holesn 
The difference in behavior between the finished and the heavy nuts 
in the case or the 7/8 in6 in diameter hole may be the rea~lt o~ the differences 
in the load-turns relationships for the two nut tYH~s<> In order to explore this 
problem further, the load-turns relationships for both the heavy and the finished 
nut were determined by tests and are plotted in Figo 16.. It will be noted that, 
for the softer finished nuts} the rate of change in load with resp~ct to turns 
at 5,000 100 + 1/2 turn was less than in the case of the heavy nuto Therefore} 
as a result of the nut embedding itself in the plate, the load in a bolt with 
the hea\rJ nut can be expected to be greater than the load in a bolt with the 
:1.5 
~ 
finished nut 0 , This embe&nent reduces, in effect, the amount of turning that 
actually produces load in the bolt~ 
It can also be seen from the curves in Fig" 16 that the maximum load 
attainable with the finished nuts was only 34,000 lbo and that the turn-of~the­
nut method employed in these test's (5}000 lb" + 1/2 turn) produced loads only 
slightly less than the maximum., It is likely that. harder finished nuts would 
have pro¢luced higher loads when used with a washe.r, or with the: 1.3/16 in., 
diameter holeso Then), with an increase in hole ,size, a decrease in bolt. load 
would result because the load-turns relationship for the harder nut would be 
comparable to that of the heavy nutso Minimum loads which might be obtained 
with finished nuts of a hardness equal to that required in the recently approved 
specifications of the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted Joints would 
probably be greater than those developed in these tests., 
It is interesting to note the wide range in bolt lOads obtained with 
I 
bolts on the high and low side of the specificationso Comparison of the test 
results in Table 2 for specimens N-5 and N-5S (40,450 lbo) with the results 
of N-17S (33,700 lb~) readily points out this difference" It is also worthy 
of note tbat the flanged nut consistently developed a lqad equal to o~ greater 
than the load developed when a hardened washer was used with a hea~ff nut" 
The torques required to tighten the bolts in holes of different 
diameters and using the finished, heaVY;l and flanged nuts . have,. been plottE;!d 
in Figo 170 The torque required to tighten the finished nut increased with 
the removal of the washer and also with the increase in hole diameter" The 
heavy nut had a higher torque without washer and, as the hole size increased, 
the torque appeared to decrease 0 In the case of the flanged nut the torque 
was fairly constant,\' despite the differences in hole size,? but somewhat greater 
than that required for the regular heavy nuts with a hardened washero 
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When the washer was omitted, a torque of approximately 700 ft. lb. 
was recorded for the heavy Jqtit specimen, No .. N-7S.. However, this high torque 
is probably a result of the severe galling shown in Fig .. 9; SpeGo No~ N-7 did 
not have such severe galling and a somewhat lower torque was obtainedc The 
lower torque in the case of the 7/8 in. in diameter hole is related in part 
to the smaller load developed in this specimen 0 
It should be noted that these results are from one to two specimens 
of each type and, therefore, the differences in behavior shown between the 
various nut types may be in part, experimental scatter.. Additional testing to 
give average values would be needed if conc~usions other than the following 
are to be just~~ied. 
(a) The turn-of-nut method will produce bolt loads above the minimum 
now specified, ~7ithout washers and i~~holes up to 1/8 in" larger than the 
nominal diameter .. 
Cb) Omission of the washer may produce somewhat mQre erratic torque-
load relationships with oversize holes, and thus torque .ethods should not be 
used for installation or checking of bolts having no washers under the torqued 
parts .. 
Lubrication 
Two specimens (N-23S and N-23S-L) 'Viere tested to study the effects 
of lubrication, one with lubrication only between the nut face and the plate 
face and the other without lubrication" These bolts were both tightened by 
the turn-of-the-nut method and developed approximately the same load, but the 
torque required to tighten the lubricated specimen was just slightly more than 
half that required for the non-lubricated specimen.. This result is of importance 
to erectors using the turn-of-the-nut method and may warrant further study; 
for, with lubrication} smaller impact wrenches can be used to develop the 
same bolt load" 
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Long-Time Relaxation Tests 
A number of the relaxation specimen? were permitted to remain 
tightened from 3 to 21 days to determine if there was any significant difference 
in the load-ttme relationship when the washer had been omitted (See Table 2, 
col~s 12 to 18)0 Specimen H-l, which remained tightened for 21 days, showed 
a 501 percent loss from I-minute loado Ninety percent of thiS, however; occurred 
in the first day" During the remaining twenty days the rate of change in load 
continued to decrease in an exponential manner typical of creep data; whe'ther 
there was a washer under the nut or under the bolt head did not seem to influence 
the load-time relationshipc It is interesting to note that this loss in load 
of about 5 percent agrees closely with the loss in bolt load with ttme reported 
by Sanks in a recent series of tests (5) on specimens which had millscale 
contact surfaces as well ~s a variety of other surface conditionso 
In most cases the bolt elongation, which was measured during the tests, 
enabled a check to be made of the load measured by the load cello This was done 
by using the load-elongation curves shown in Figo 60 However, when the elonga-
tion of the regular hex head bolts (bolts on the high side of the specifications) 
exceeded approximately 00025 inc the values of load from the load use fell some-
what below the curve of Fig" 60 This was probably due to excessive yielding' 
and flow o~ the 3/4 inc plates and of the bolts 'at the roots of the thread~o 
The fatigue tests may be divided into two groups; those with the 
center plate critical (i"eo, having the higher nominal stresses), and those with 
the outside plates criticalo The results of the fatigue tests are given in 
Table 30 
In order to obtain an indication of the clam.ping force in the bolts 
of the fatigue specimens, the elongation of each bolt in several of the specimens 
was rn.easuredc This elongation meas"Q,rement made it- possible to estimate the 
I.e} 
load in the bolts from the load-elongation curve for a similar bolt. After 
completion of the tests measurements were made of 'the change in length of the' 
bolts as they wereuntightened .• With this information the tension in the bolts 
at the end of the tests could be estimated (See· Table 5 fori these. results) ... It 
should fe noted that all of these 1?articular specimens slipped into bearing 
during the first cycle of loading. 
The results of the clamping measurements with 3/4 ino diameter bolts 
are comparable to the results of tests run at Northwestern University by Baron~~6) 
The bolt clamping force in the Northwestern test specimens (1-3/16 in. grip) 
varied from 20,000 to 40,000 lbs. before the tests and had decreased approximately 
27 percent by the end of the tests~ In the tests by Baron, the specimens were 
assembled with washers under the nuts and under the 'bolt heads and the bolts 
were tightened to a predetermined torque. The tension-to-shear ratio was loO:Oe75o 
In most cases Baron's specimens slipped into bearing during the first load 
cycle, also 0 
Specimens with Center Plates Criticalo 
In the tests with the center plate aritical,(Table 3), several different 
cOnlbinations of nut, bolt and washer were used to determine whether or not the 
omission of washers would reduce the fatigue life of the members& None 'of these 
specimens failed even though they were tested at a stress level of O-to-30 ksi 
and all were run beyond two mil~ion cycles~ 
The bolts in Spec" Noo 5 were torqued to approximately 29,000 lbo, 
rather than by the turn-of-the-nut method, to serve as a basis of comparison 
between the results of the present program of tests and the results of similar 
tests conducted in 19570 But, even with this reduced clamping force, the speci-
'men did not fail" 
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Specimens with Outside Plates Critical~ 
Four specimens with the outer plates critical were tested (see Table 3) 
and only one failed.. Failure occurred in Spec .. Noo 6, but only after 2,400,000 
repetitions of a O-to-30 ksi stress cycle. And, although failure occurred in 
the outside plate, a close examination of the fracture indicated that the point 
of initiation of the crack was on the inside face of the plate and not at the 
depression caused by a bolt head.. The appearance of the fracture suggests that 
fretting rather than the bolt head depression or any other stress concentration 
initiated the f~ilureo The nominal coefficient of friction for this specimen 
and for all the specimens which s'lipped have been tabulated in Table 50 
Specimen No .. 7, which combined the regular semi-finished hex head 
bolt$) heavy nuts, no washers, and oversize holes (7/8'in .. in diameter)) slipped 
into bearing during the first cycle of loading and ran 3,073,900 cycles at 
O=to-30,OOO psi without failure.. Thus, without washers, the joints still have 
a large fatigue resistance, providing the bolts are prop,erly tightened .. 
To determine if tightening a bolt by turning the bolt head, rather 
than the nut, might produce a difference in fatigue life, Spec .. NOe 8 (without 
washers) was assembled with 2 bolt heads and 2 nuts torqued on the same side 
of the specimen.. The surface conditions resulting from the two methods of 
tightening can be observed in Figo 180 Neither omission of washers par torquing 
of the heads contributed to an early fatlgUe failure" Although.9 slip occt;lrred 
in the first cycle at a stress of 2004 ksi? a value just above the current 
AISC design load, a fatigue failure did not occuro The test was discontinued 
after 5,148.'1000 cycles of a O=to=30,ksi' stress',~~, 
Spec~en Noo 9 was assembled in a manner similar to that used for 
Spec" No" 8, except that 1 in" diameter bolts were used" Slip occurred in the 
first cycle at 24,800 psio This test was discontinued without failure after 
4,892,000 cycles of loading at O~"to=,30 ksio. 
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IV ., CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the limited number of tests reported, it may be con-
cluded that joints subjected to static loadings and properly assembled with high-
strength bolts and no washers can be expected to perform in about the same manner 
as those assembled with washers~ 
However, it should be noted that the strength and hardness of both the 
bolt and nut have an effect on the behavior of the bolt assembly and must be 
taken into consideration in the evaluation of tests such as are reported herein. 
10 Bolt assemblies without washers develop the same lORds as 
assemblies with washers when tightened by the turn-of-the-nut method if the 
bolt hole diameter is 1/16 in., greater than the bolt diameuer.. In the case 
of oversize holes, up to 1/8 in., greater in diameter t~ the bolt, ~here may 
be some reduction in bolt load when washers are omitted but the load will s~ill 
be in excess of the A-325 proof load .. 
20 There is 'no significant difference in the amount of load lost wi~h 
time between specimens with washers and those without washers .. 
30 From.the limited number of O-to-tension 'fatigue t~sts conducted, 
there was no apparent effect upon f~tigue life as a result of omitting the 
washers 0 Although there Was some salling of the plates When, the nut or bolt 
head was turned Qiirectly agair::1.ist thC;illj this galling apparently did not have an 
effect on the fatigue life of the jointsQ 
, '\ 
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TABLE 1 
RESULTS OF CONTROL TESTS ON HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTS 
Spec 0 No~ Length,,)' GriPJ Hardness J Ultimate Strength, Mino Tensile Strength, 
ino ino RC lbo Reqgd by Specification j 
1bo 
3/4 in .. Heavy Semi-Finished Hex Head Bolts 
1 6 5 24 44,100 40,100 
2 6 5 24 41,100 40,100 
3/4 ino Regular Semi-Finished Hex Head Bolts 
3 6 5 32 49,300 40,100 
4 6 5 32 49,800 40,100 
1 in& Regular Semi-Finished Hex Head Bolts 
5 3 1 1/2' 24 76,800 69,700 
6 3 1 1/2 24 77,200 69,7do 
TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF BOLT-LOAD RELAXATION TESTS 
{I} (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15 ) (16) (17) (18) (12) 
Spec. Bolt Nut \I}"asher Hardness Torque Elong. Max. 1 Min. Percent Loss of Load from 1 Minute Load Depth of 
No.*- Head Bolt Nut ft. lb. in. Load Load 5 Days Depres-
Rc ~ Min. 1 3 4 5 6 7 21 sion in. 
Nut Tests 
N-5 Regular Flanged No 32 90 580 .03204 40,230 39,150 0.4 3·9 3·9 3.8 
N-5S Regular Flanged No 32 90 530 42,800 41,740 0.8 
N-5S-C Regular Flmlged No 32 90 520 42,880 41,800 1.3 
N-6 Regular Heavy Yes 32 90-92 .02577 40,930 39,430 0.1 3·2 3. 8 4.1 
N-6s Regular Heavy Yes 32 90-92 460 .02268 41,040 39,340 0.4 
N-7 Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 .02136 40,580 38,840 0·3 3·1 3·1 3·2 
N-7S Reg Lllar Heavy No 32 90-92 700 .01937 39,960 38,540 0·5 
N-7S-B Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 600 .02144 41,160 39,400 0.6 
N-7S-C Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 500 .01708 37,000 35,600 0.8 
N-8 Regular Finished Yes 32 84-86 .01356 33,640 30,020 0·5 1.6 1.6 1.6 
N-8s Regular Finished Yes 32 84-86 420 .01545 36,700 33,240 0·3 
N-9 Regular Finished No 32 84-86 490 .01518 35,900 33,100 0 1.8 1.8 1.8 
N-9S Regular Finished No 32 84-86 500 .01520 33,960 31,680 0.4 
N-9S-B Regular Finished No 32 84-86 620 .01805 36,100 33,960 1.2 
N-9S-C Regular Finished No 32 84-86 725 .01458 33,660 31,760 0·3 
N-I0 Regular F~l.-Thick yes 32 79-82 480 .01791 35,970 34,350 0.1 3·2 3.4 
N-10S Regular Fin.-Thick Yes 32 79-82 41~0 .01914 37,740 35,960 0·3 
N-11 Regular Fin.-Thick No 32 79-82 750 .01534 34,440 33,720 0·3 2.0 3·0 
N-11S Regular Fin.-Thick No 32 79-82 600 .01664 35,700 34,700 0·9 
N-12 Regular HeaVY-Thi~ No 32 92-95 450 .01947 40,650 38,060 0 2.2 2.2 2.2 
N-12S Regular Heavy-Thin No 32 92-95 540 .02186 41,140 39,240 0·3 
N-13 Regular Heavy-Thin Yes 32 92-95 420 .02075 40,560 37,280 0.4 2.6 2.4 
N-13S Regular Heavy-Thin Yes 32 92-95 460 .0214!~ 40,780 38,680 0.2 
N-14s Regular Heavy-Thin2 No 32 92-95 610 .01893 38,880 37,500 0·3 
N-15S Heavy Heavy No 24 90-92 500 .02822 33,320 31,920 0 
N-16s Heavy Finished No 24 84-86 380 .02343 30,200 28,600 0.1 
N-17S Heavy Flanged No 24 90 460 .03625 34,200 33,700 0·3 
p-18s Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 510 .01824 38,880 37,540 0·3 .0090 
For footnotes see end of Table. 
TABLE 2 (Cont'd) 
( 11 (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 61 ( 7) { 8) { 9) {10) ~ 111 (12} (13) (14) (152 ~ 16) ( 171 ~181 ~19L 
Spec. Bolt Nut Washer Hardness Torque Elong. Max. 1 Min. Percent Loss of Load from 1 Minute Load Depth of 
No.* Head Bolt Nut ft. lb. in. Load Load 5 Days Depres-
RC ~ Min. 1 3 4 5 6 7 21 sion in. 
Head Tests 
H-l Regular Heavy Yes 32 90-92 40,200 38 ,670 1.0 4·7 4.8 J.~.8 5·1 
H-lS Regular Heavy Yes 32 90-92 480 39,800 38,620 0.8 
H-2 Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 .Ol940 39,960 37,980 0.6 3·4 3·5 3·6 .0087 
H-2S Regular Heavy No 32 90 ... 92 480 4l,l40 39,l20 0.4 .Oll2 
H-2S-B Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 420 .ol627 35,800 34,260 0·5 .Ol05 
H-2S-C Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 420 .ol682 37,960 36,560 1.0 .Ol43 
H-2S-3~ Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 440 .ol620 35,340 34,840 0.2 .0089 
H-3 Heavy Heavy Yes 24 90-92 34,080 33,500 1.l 2.2 2.2 2.2 
H-3S Heavy Heavy Yes 24 90-92 )80 .03547 3l,000 30,420 0·5 
H-4 Heavy Heavy No 24 90-92 .03l78 34,300 33,700 1.2 3·0 3·l 3. 2 .0028 
H-4s Heavy Heavy No 24 90-92 420 .03l95 34,400 33,620 0.4 .003l 
H-4s-c Heavy Heavy No 24 90-92 440 .03200 33,800 33,l80 0·5 .0069 
Head Torque Tests 
H-l9S-HT Heavy Heavy No 24 90-92 400 .02844 32,300 3l,060 2.6 .0040 
H-20S-3l-HT Regular Heavy No 32 90 p 92 460 .Ol502 32,920 3l,960 0.8 .0082 
H-2lS-HT Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 480 .ol868 39,340 )8,480 0·7 .0132 
H-22S-C-HT Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 500 .ol6l0 )6,520 35,220 0·3 .ol66 
Lubrication Tests 
N-23S Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 620 .02626 4l,lOO 39,560 0.6 
N-23S-L Regular Heavy No 32 90-92 340 .0229l 4l,400 39,640 0.6 
*Meaning of Letters in Specimen Number 
H ... Bolt Head Test; N - Nut Test; P ... Punched Hole; S - Short Time Test (5 minutes); B - Oversize Hole - ~~ in. dia.j C ... Oversize Hole - ~ in. dia. 
HT - Head torqued to tighten bolt; L - Lubrication between nut face and plate. 
Proof Load : 28,400 lb. Minimum Bolt Tension 25,600 lb. Required by 1954 Specification; 28,400 lb. by 1960 Specification. 
l. Washer Face Down 
2. Chamfered Face Down 
(1) 
Spec. 
1 
2 
3 
(2) 
Fastener Type 
Heavy Head Bolt, 3/4" 
Heavy Nut with Hasher 
Heavy Head Bolt, 3/4" 
Heavy Nut with no "!asher 
Heavy Head Bolt, 3/4" 
Flanged Nut 
(3) (4 ) 
Hardness 
Bolt Nut 
RC ~ 
24 
90-92 
24 
90-92 
24 
90 
4 Heavy Head Bolt, 3/4" 24 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Heavy Nut-Thin with no Hasher 
Heavy Head Bolt, 3/4" 
Heavy Nut with no Washer 
Heavy Head Bolt, 3/4" 
Heavy Nut with no Washer 
Regular Head Bolt, 3/4" 
Heavy Nut with no "lashers 
Heavy Head Bolt, :;/'+" 
Heavy Nut with no Washers 
Regular Head Bolt, 1" 
Heavy Nut with no Washer 
H-2 Regular Head Bolt, 3/4", 
with Washer " 
Heavy Nut with Washer 
H-3 Regular Head Bolt, 3/4", 
wi th I·rasher 
Heavy Nut with \-lasher 
T Specimen did not fail. 
92-95 
24 
90-92 
24 
90-92 
32 
90-92 
24 
90-92 
24 
88 
TPJ3LE 3 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS 
RELAXATION TESTS 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Stress Cycle 
Net Section Stress, 
ksi 
Applied 
Cycles 
Method of Critical Remarks 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
o to -1-30 
o to +30 
o to +30 
Tightening Plate 
2, 376, 300T if 1 * 5,000 + 2" T Center T: S == 1. 0: o. 75 
2,965,900T :),000# -1- ~ T 
2,692,900T :),000# + ~ T 
6,300,0001 :),000'1'1- + ~ T 
2,257,9001 Bolt Lqad 
:29,000ff 
2,416,900 
3,073,900T 
5,111-8,6001 
~,892,4001 
1957 Tests 
45!~,5OO 
JL 
:5,000tr + ~ T 
:5,00l + ~ T 
5,000~L -I- ~ T 
10,000# + ~ T 
Bolt J:Jj)ad 
:29,00(J# 
3,17)+,000T Bolt lSiad 
:29,00Q'ff 
Center T: S == 1. 0 : 0.75 
Center T: S == 1. ° : 0.75 
Center After completion of first 2,500,000 
cycles test ,-ras discontinued. Two 
months later test was resumed and 
continued until specimen failed in 
grips of machine. T:S == 1.0:0.75 
Center During first cycle, specimen slipped 
into bearing when net stress was 
approximately 29,000 psi. 
T:S == 1.0:0.75 
Outside Failed in outsid~ plate on bolt head 
side. During first cycle specimen 
experienced large slip at 27,000 psi. 
T: S == 1. 0 : 0.90 
outside Hole - ~ in. in dia. Slipped during 
first cycle at 26,200 psi. 
T:S == 1.0:0.75 
outside Slipped during first cycle at 
20, !I-OO psi. Specimen bolt::; were 
tightened by turning nuts on 2 bolts 
and bolt heads on the other 2 bolts. 
T:S = 1.0:0.75 
outside Slipped during first, cycle at 24,800 psi. 
specimen bolts were tightened by turn-
ing nuts on 2 bolts and bolt heads 
on the other 2 bolts. T:S = 1.0:0.75 
Center T:S 1.0:0·75 
center T:S == 1.0:0.75 
* 5,000# bolt is developed by use of torque-tension relationship; nut is then given an additional ~ turn. 
TABLE 4 
DEFTH OF DEPRESSION ·AlIID ,NOMINAL BEARING PRESSURE 
FOR BOLT HEAD.TESTS 
Spec .. No., Bolt Hd .. Hole Dial> Bearing Area 1 Min .. Nominal Bearing Depth of 
Type in .. Sq .. in .. Bolt Load Pressure Depression 
lb .. , Under Bolt Head in .. 
psi .. 
H-2 Reg .. 13/16 )1>380 37,980 100,000 .. 0087 
H-2S Reg .. 13/16 .. 380 39,120 103,000 ..0112 
H-2S=·B Reg .. 27/32 .. 340 34,260 101,000 .. 0105 
H-2S-·C Reg,. 7/8 .. 298 36,560 123,000 .. 0143 
H-2S~'34 Reg .. 13/16 .. 380 34,840 92,000 .. 0089 
H-~· . Heavy 13/16 .. 484 33,·700 70,000 ,,0028 
H-4s Heavy 13/16 .. Ji84 33,620 69,500 .. 0031 
H-4s-·c Heavy 7/8 .. 402 33,180 83,000 .. 0069 
H-19S-RT Heavy 13/16 .. 484 31,060 64,000 .. 0040 
H-20S-31-HT Reg .. 13/16 .. 380 31,960 84,000 .. 0082 
H-21B-Hr Reg. 13/16 .. 380 38,480 101,000 ..0132 
H-22S-C-Hr Reg" 7/8 .. 298 35,220 118,000 ,,0166 
TABLE 5 
LOSS OF LOAD IN FATIGUE TESTS 
Spec .. No .. Bolt Bolt Load 
tfia .. Before _~:est 
Bolt Load 
After Test 
% Loss 
in Load 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
1 
Avgo of 4 Bolts Avg .. of 4 Bolts* 
30,300 24,400 
33,500 25,100 
32,100 24,500 
35,200 25,000 
62,$()0 60,800 
Note: All specimens above slippe.d during first cycle of loadingo 
* Since Spec" No .. 6 failed, the loads of the 2 bolts on the line 
of fracture are not included .. 
19 
25 
24 
29 
3 
Nominal Coef" 
of Friction, 
at Slip 
0 .. 32 
0035 
0.28 
0020 
0 .. 24 
FIG. 1 vARIOUS ':PYPES OF NUTS AND BOLT HEADS INCWDED IN ;r dE TES11 PROGRA>l 
FIG. 2 TYPICAL ASSE:,ffiLIES OF RELAXATION SPECr·iENS 
FIG. 3 EQUIR·1Errr FOR RELA.XATION TESTS: 
TORQUE WRENCH, STRAIN INDICATOR, DIRECT READING ELONGATOR, AND SANBORN RECORDER 
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I I Heavy Nut-Thin I 
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I Regular Head Bolt 
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I 
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Time, minutes from maximum load 
FIG. 4 RECORD FROM SANBORN RECORDER 
Hole Dia .... d 
Bolt 
Specimen Dia. 
1 thru 5 3/4 
6 -;/4 
1 3/4 
8 3/4 
9 1 
+++ 
+ + + 
++ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
NOTE: 
Critical 
Plate* a 
Center 13/8 
Outside 1 5/8 
Outside 1 1/4 
Outside 1 1/4 
Outside 2 
Holes ... Matched 
Drilled 
T:S Ratio = 1.0:0.75 
except Spec 0 6** 
b c d 
3/8 5/8 13/16 
3/8 3i4 1~/16 
3/8 3j4 1/8 
3/8 3/4 13/16 
3/8 3/4 1 1/16 
~Ic f.--
I-
- I---
- -1-
-
- f-- I-
- - -
e g p 
1 1/4 3 1/4 3 1/4 
1 1/4 2 ~/4 -=s 1/4 
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FIG. 5 DETAILS OF FATIGUE SPECIMENS 
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FIG. 'T NUT TESTS - EFFECT OF WASHERS ON CLAMPING FORCE 
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FIG.. 8 NUT TESTS - EFFECT OF VlASHERS ON TORQUE 
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